
Public Meeting: Oxford-Cambridge Expressway
Islip Village Hall
9th January 2019

Aims and Agenda
Aim – raise awareness, gauge sentiment, next steps

Agenda
• Context
• Corridor B
• Timeline
• Action Groups
• Housing Implications
• Local Representatives
• Summaries
• Open Discussion
• Potential Actions/Next Steps

Context – unlocking growth ~ £165B

National Infrastructure Commission Nov 2017:
The Cambridge-Milton Keynes-Oxford arc contains some of our most
productive and innovative places, delivering growth and prosperity for the
whole country.
But the continued success of these places is not guaranteed. Without swift and
determined action to overcome the area’s housing crisis, it will fall behind its
international competitors and fail to attract and retain the talent and skills it
needs.
Commitment to providing new strategic infrastructure must be matched with
ambition and commitment at a local level to deliver major housing growth and
create places in which people want, and can afford, to live and work.
The proposed East West Rail and Expressway schemes must be built as
quickly as possible to unlock land for new homes and provide a better service
for those who already live across the arc.

Corridor B

Highways England:
Before developing detailed routes, the government announced the broad area –
or corridor – or the location of a new fast high quality link road to help
improve connectivity across the region.  This is a central corridor that
stretches between Abingdon and Milton Keynes, and is broadly aligned with
the proposed East West Rail route.  Highways England has undertaken an
evidenced based assessment to recommend the most suitable of 7 potential
corridors in the region and selected corridor B – which passes either south-east
or west of Oxford.
Corridor B selected Nov 2018



Timeline
2018 November Corridor B Announcement
2018-19 summer Detailed analysis to result in 6-8
potential routes within corridor B
2019 Autumn Public Consultation on 6-8 preferred
route options
2020 Preferred route announcement
2025 Construction begins
2030 New road opens to the public

Action Groups –

A number of separate action groups have formed

No Expressway Alliance
No Expressway Alliance – Terry Pollard of Chalton PC and Chris Church
from Friends of the Earth.  Strategy of questioning the need for a road when
we have the rail. The emphasis is on not pushing the road to other routes but
rather blocking it altogether.
Web site https://www.noexpresswayalliance.org/

Petition on Gov/Parliament – Stop the Expressway 2000 signatures – 10,000 needed
by March for Gov response
Petition on Change.org – Rethink Oxfordshire Growth Plan - 1500 signatures

No-Way-Expressway
No-Way-Expressway – Diane Bohm of Weston-on-the-Green PC Strategy of
questioning the need for a road when we have the rail. The emphasis is on not
pushing the road to other routes but rather blocking it altogether. Considering
challenging Cherwell and others on who has the right to determine land use
Affiliated to No Expressway Alliance.

Facebook page
https://www.facebook.com/nowayexpressway/
Web site
http://www.no-way-expressway.uk/index.html

BBOWT



Beds Bucks Ox Wildlife Trust advised that corridor B was the worst of all 3
corridors Have launched a legal case against Highways England HE failed to
commission a Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) or a Habitats Regulation
Assessment (HRA) as part of the process of selecting a Growth Corridor.  This is
required under European law for schemes that impact on the environment such as
this.

This means the true environmental impact has not been properly considered, and
the public has been denied the opportunity to fully scrutinise the comparative
economic, societal and environmental impacts of the options.  Fund raising – 32K
towards 40K needed for legal challenge

Campaign to Protect Rural England

Expressway route will lead to unsustainable urban sprawl.  Question the lack of
meaningful public consultation.  Highlight the need to prioritise investment in
sustainable travel options, rather than lock in carbon emissions, air pollution and
car-dependency, for decades to come.  Question the need for the expressway, and
the rationale for rejecting the less damaging ‘route C’ option which would make
better use of existing roads.  Calling for a full Parliamentary Select Committee
Inquiry into the proposals, and a Strategic Environmental Assessment that looks at
the impacts of both the proposed housing and transport development in a holistic
manner.

Expressway Action Group

EAG represents 33 villages and parishes across SE Oxfordshire

~ 30,000 residents

 Obtained Stakeholder status - for corridor selection process
 Submitted economic, environmental & wildlife / habitat evidence
 Held high level meetings with government
 Achieved extensive regional press and broadcast coverage
 Built a good working relationship with Highways England [HE]
 Aims to ensure HE factor in all significant environment, economic,

archaeological /historical and other key features into their decision
process.

 EAG advice on website: write to MPs and councillors.
 Ask what they are doing to prevent the damage and destruction of over ten

miles of unspoilt Green Belt if an eastern route around Oxford were
chosen

 Point out the benefits of using and upgrading existing roads as part of the
corridor

 Point out that using existing roads would save £400m of tax payers money
vs a new road

 Ask why they can’t adopt and adapt the Northern A34 route which is
already, in all but name, an Expressway

Housing Implications

Islip is enclosed in Green Belt – which can only be developed in exceptional
circumstances and is currently protected by Cherwell Local Plan – Part 1.  Owner of
Oil Dump is keen to build modest (~50 /care-home) settlement on Oil Dump and is
waiting clarity before submitting plans.
Church Commissioner’s own all other land around Islip and have previously submitted plans for
significant development around the village. The latest attempt was during call for sites for development



by Cherwell DC in 2016.  CC submitted plans for 3 fields to west of Islip – this was not
selected by CDC.  But at this time it also came to light that CC had submitted more
ambitious plans to NIC for up to 1700 new homes: Greater Islip. NIC is not a  housing
body, but this indicates ambition/ direction of travel.

CC Ambitions

Church Commissioners plans for Islip submitted to NIC 2016
Option C – Up to 200 new homes on 3 fields west of village:

Church Commissioners plans for Islip submitted to NIC 2016
Option B – Up to 1000 new homes west/north of village



Church Commissioners plans for Islip submitted to NIC 2016
Option A – 1700 homes (B + fields SE ) and Islip bypass

Local Representatives

Islip Parish Council
– attending Expressway meetings, gathering information, sounding out
resident sentiment.

Oxfordshire County Council
– awaiting selection of detailed routes.  Ian Hudspeth  personal view trying to
sit on the fence, but strongly advocates for redevelopment of A34 as Oxford
circular road.

Cherwell District Council
– awaiting selection of detailed routes.

John Howell MP
– The most important factor - minimal impact on the Oxford Green Belt. In
addition, I believe it will cause the least environmental damage, be the
cheapest, and the most deliverable option if the route of the final Expressway
goes to the west of Oxford.  This also allows for the Expressway to be
connected to the A420 and to Swindon which is something I am keen to see
achieved.
This inevitably means using the A34 or following its route round Oxford and
to the
north. This is also the least likely route to create houses which are simply for
commuters for London.
However, if the route is to go west of Oxford, it is essential at this stage that
we put pressure on Highways England to ensure that we use this opportunity
to address traffic issues in villages such as Islip. At the moment, such thinking
fits in very well with the Highways England discussions on local impact.  This
is precisely the position I have been arguing with Highways England and it
would be helpful for villages such as Islip to join me in seeking this
protection.

HE Summary - corridor assessment report



Islip Parish Council Summary

Expressway proposal is being driven by Gov to develop arc between Oxford
and Cambridge  into silicon valley style growth hub for UK prosperity.
Up to 1 million new homes are already planned and the location of this
housing is likely to capitalise on the route.
A key decision is route around Oxford – West or South/East.
Several detailed routes within corridor B will be proposed by Autumn 2019
before a period of public consultation.
Landowners have plans for significant housing around Islip East Route.
There is a powerful unified lobby (EAG) – who advocate A34

The meeting was then thrown open for questions and comments.

What might be considered is
 how to raise awareness and gauge sentiment in Islip
 can the village agree a position/strategy for the benefit of the village?
 distribute definitive maps to villagers
 who to call as volunteers to provide wildlife information – otters, newts, frogs,

bats & other protected species not on definitive maps
 whether a Neighbourhood Plan might be useful (previously exhaustively

considered by the Parish Council – so probably not)
 how to join /unite A34 Action Groups recruit a sub-group working to IPC
 engage in dialogue with landowners – Status of CC Greater Islip plans
 whether to challenge the decision to award Stakeholder status to EAG.

Comments and questions from the floor:

Other limitations to routes by the A34 are
 the Commonwealth war graves, Oxford (Botley) Cemetery
 the British Gypsy residential site (at the junction of Kidlington Road and the

western exit of the A34)
 housing close to the A34 at Botley
 archaeological (Roman remains/settlements)
 SSIs, etc (including rare breeds, eg newts, toads)

Question: is a road certain, suggesting no recognition of imminent changes in
transport such as electric self-driving vehicles, or the general recognition that road-
building is no answer to increasing demand for road traffic?

Question: is not the A34 in fact the optimal route?

Contact: Green Party MP Layla Moran; environmentalists (local, e.g. Jocelyne
Bangham, and BBOWT).

Question: would a Neighbourhood Plan be useful? The Council had considered this
in depth, and, as minuted in August 2018 [Islip Parish Council]:

1. any Neighbourhood Plan is constrained by district council local plans;
2. the CDC local plan currently excludes to date any development in the Green

Belt (despite the proposals for Kidlington/north Oxford);
3. Islip is entirely within the Green Belt;
4. development of even brownfield sites (such as the Oil Dump) within the Green

Belt is not permissible under the current local plan;



5. neighbourhood plans are extraordinarily time and energy consuming, costly,
and not long-lasting – five to ten years being the optimal life of a plan;

6. the documented backing of the village for limited development of the Oil
Dump is sufficient to allow the Council to continue to support this limited
development.

The Weston on the Green plan took three years to construct.

The premium of the land value increase, which passes to the planning authority
(CDC), increases from 15% to 25% if there is a Neighbourhood Plan (as
recommended by CDC officers…).  Some of this might be made available to alleviate
any increased problems in Islip.

Might consultant/s be contracted in to explore any possible grounds for stopping the
road?

Might other landowners, e.g. perhaps the Duchy of Lancaster at Weston on the
Green, be contacted?

Might Aylesbury (who would like the road to pass close by) be useful, or those on the
other side of the railway by Islip be of assistance?

Useful names:

Geoff Henman
Prof David Rogers (retd), Horton cum Studdley
Calum Miller


